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A Coventry Way 21 Walks

CANAL TRAIL”

4 T/L (fwd) down road to junction. On opposite side of road thro’ k/g
on right, V/L to pick up hg-left to outward hedge corner, H/L to go
thro’ k/g in righthand fence and fwd fc-right to “green”. T/R at road
and shortly T/L at WMP along narrow walkway between houses.
Enter field & continue hg-left to field corner. Thro’ k/g.
5. Continue fwd hg-left to its end, fwd cross-field to go thro’ k/g into
drive close to road. T/R to road, T/L down road for 130m to go over
s/b on right & thro’ k/g.
6. Hg-left to field corner, x-stile and pick up hg-left down to M69
boundary. T/R, M69 left to go thro k/g down to canal, thro k/g on
left, fwd under M69, thro’ k/g and with canal right thro’ another k/g.
Shortly H/L cross-field away from canal via 2 stiles aiming up left of
white pub (Rose & Castle) & thro’ k/g to road.
7. W ith Rose & Castle opposite T/R & follow road until it has crossed
the canal. Then T/R down steps, & V/R to join towpath. Continue
canal right, under M69 to third bridge over canal (No 9) (Sowe
Common & junction with Route A).

“THE

At the end of Note 3, Fwd over road into "sunken" path. On
reaching tarmac lane fwd & thro' k/g into field. Hg-right for
200m & thro' large gap.Fwd hg-right until next gap. Do not go
through. Keeping in same field, H/L hg-right to go thro' gap in
field corner. Hg-right to go thro small gap in field corner. Hgright to pass small copse on right, T/L & shortly T/R to go thro'
small gap in field corner. Fwd, hg-right to reach and go along
enclosed path (Allotments on left). Thro' k/g & follow path to
road. T/L to junction with main road. Cross over, T/R &
shortly V/L into W oodway Lane. Fwd across Sowe Common
to go over canal bridge. T/R at end of bridge to pick up
towpath and main route at Note 8.

WALK 15

2. Before bridge exit up to track. T/R & follow main wide track. After
first OPL (now concrete road), x-stile on left. T/R up to corner. T/L
& shortly T/R thro’ k/g into copse. Fwd (pool right) thro’ another
k/g. T/R then T/L, hg-right, bank left to reach field. V/R to reach
track. Fwd on track fishing pools on right, and thro’ k/g by gate to
reach road.
3. Cross road with care. T/L & after about 20m x-stile on right. Fwd
hg-right to outward corner, T/R and then after gap T/L, f/c-right
along track to field gate. T/L & shortly cross large f/b on right. Fwd
cross-field to pick up hg-left at outward hedge corner, thro’ two k/g’s
into road. (Route A see below).

8. Continue fwd, canal right until you get to Hawkesbury
Junction.
Route A.

•

Main Walk
1. From The Greyhound go over the large arched bridge, go left of
building ahead (WMP “Coventry Canal Corridor”), fwd under f/b.
Fwd canal left to the first bridge over the canal (Bedworth Hill
Bridge, do not go under or over).

